Farming trailblazer aiming high
FARMING is in Tara Gauci’s blood.
The 26-year-old Mutchilba woman may be one of the region’s few female farmers, but
she is kicking some serious butt in a male-dominated industry.
While running the family farm might sound daunting enough, Ms Gauci also owns JAT
Plastics, manufacturing innovative plastic crates which can carry several different types
of produce.
“Anybody can be a farmer. Don’t let people say that you can’t do it because you’re a girl,”
she said.
“If you’ve got good produce, you’re going to sell it regardless.
“I’ve grown up on the family farm and I’ve seen how hard my dad’s worked and I want to
continue that legacy.”
Ms Gauci, who farms lychees, longans and limes with her father and brother, bought
what was then JW Plastics about two-and-a-half years ago.
“It was security for us because for longans you can only use plastic crates, so we used to
have to import the crates,” she said.
“It was a very big cost and you had to import the crates before you even knew how much
fruit you had.”
The entrepreneurial woman turned what was a struggling businesses into a booming
venture, which nowadays distributes three types of plastic crates to farmers as far south
as Bundaberg and as far north as Cape Tribulation.
All crates are manufactured on site at the Gauci’s Mutchilba farm, eliminating the need
for farmers to import expensive crates from overseas.
“It has been very challenging. I bought a machine that I had never seen before in my life
and we had no contacts in the industry,” Ms Gauci said of her early start in the business.
“We’ve had everything go wrong that possibly could but we’ve learnt from that and now
know how to do everything.

“The growth this year alone has been rapid. I’ve picked up a lot of new growers and we’re
now advertising crates for different fruits like rambutans and mangosteens.”
Ms Gauci said farmers had been impressed with the durability of JAT’s crates, which also
help preserve fruit longer by keeping them cool on the way to market.
“A lot of growers are telling me they’ve never had the comments about their produce that
they’re getting now. The presentation has just been exceptional,” she said.
Better yet is the growth prospects for JAT, which Ms Gauci confidently predicts will
double within the next 12 months.
And Field Days offers an invaluable marketing opportunity for JAT Plastics, according to
Ms Gauci.
“The advertising here is absolutely amazing. You’ve got such a wide range of people
coming from everywhere,” she said.
About 16,000 people passed through the gates at Rotary FNQ Field Days in 2015, with
all indications pointing to a repeat of that number this year.
Mareeba Tyrepower, MSF Sugar and Mareeba Mazda are the major sponsors of Rotary
FNQ Field Days 2017.
A biennial event, Rotary FNQ Field Days will be held between Wednesday May 24 and
Friday May 26, 2017 at Mareeba’s Kerribee Park.
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Photo caption: Mutchilba farmer and JAT Plastics owner Tara Gauci with some of her
products at Rotary FNQ Field Days.
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